
Solarwise has been an avid supporter of hot water and solar 
technology since 1979, making a name for ourselves as industry 
leaders throughout Queensland in particular. The company was 
originally formed and known as Queensland Insulation & Solar, 
with solar hot water one of the very first products we installed. 

Gas Hot Water is perfect for any size family. Based on the size of your 
home and daily habits we will advise you the best size for your needs and 
the Gas Hot Water system that makes the most financial sense long term.

We will provide you with an accurate cost over the phone or will visit you 
in person to discuss the different options available on the market today.

Our knowledge stems from over 30 years of installing Gas Systems.
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SPECIALISING IN POOL HEATING, HOT 

WATER, SOLAR POWER,  AIR CONDITIONING, 

SKYLIGHTS & INSULATION

HOT WATER

HOT WATER SOLAR POWERPOOL HEATING 

AIR CONDITIONING INSULATION SKYLIGHTS

Solarwise has been a valued local provider since 1979. We provide a range of products including 
those shown below to add value and comfort to your home or business.

Solarwise is trusted in the industry for the care we take, the wise advice we offer and the quality 
product we install. Over the country there are hundreds of thousands of happy customers with 
our products and we are proud to be of service to them.

SOLARWISE PRODUCTS

At Solarwise we have been helping Australians with their hot water needs since 1979. We offer Solar, 
electric and gas hot water options to suit any application for your home or business. 

One of our team will be more than happy to come to you or take the time over the phone and step you 
through all of your options and pricing. 

Solar Hot Water is the best option to save money over the long term. Whilst it is a little more  
expensive for solar initially, you will greatly reduce your electricity bills and greenhouse gas emissions. 
Make a difference to the environment. We offer flat panel black chrome copper collectors and 
evacuated tube options with either a split system or on-roof. We also supply & install heat pumps.

Gas and Electric Hot Water are better options for less of a capital outlay up front. These systems can 
however, be expensive to run in comparison to solar. Speak with Solarwise for specialist advice on all 
the alternatives and the one that suits your family or business best.

FAMILY BUSINESS SINCE 1979

www.solarwise.com.au                QBCC: 722628                NSW Lic: 118730C                ARC: AU00839               Family Business Since 1979 www.solarwise.com.au                QBCC: 722628                NSW Lic: 118730C                ARC: AU00839               Family Business Since 1979

BRISBANE:
Unit 3/25 Eurora Street 
Kingston QLD 4114
ABN:   20058095944

TOLL FREE: 
Phone:   1800 805 287
Email: info@qis.com.au
ABN:        14076103314
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AIR CONDITIONING

INSULATION
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SOLAR POWERPOOL HEATING
 

Want to enjoy your pool more often? Find you barely use it? Or maybe you can only swim in 
those summer months? Solarwise Pool Heating changes all of that with a low cost long-lasting 
solution. Solarwise specialises in the design, manufacture and installation of heat pumps, 
solar pool heating and blankets & rollers. 

HEAT PUMPS
Solarwise Heat Pumps are perfect when you want to swim at any time or you want a special 
temperature more consistently. Whether for your family or yourself, Solarwise Heat Pumps will 
heat (and chill if needed) your pool for lap swimming, relaxing dips, hydrotherapy or for your 
Spa, whatever you desire. We also offer specialised heating in commercial aquatic centres or 
even for aquariums. Many of our heat pumps we still make ourselves here 
in Australia. Now that’s a big point of difference.

At Solarwise we provide a range of solar power systems both for our residential clients  
and larger commercial systems for businesses, factories and the like. Generally, for a 
residential home you’d be looking at no more than a 6.5kw system. Often our clients opt 
for a 3 to 6.5kw system connected to the grid but there are many good reasons to look at 
an off grid stand alone system or a hybrid option. We are seeing a strong growth in battery 
technology now and the reduction of our reliance on grid power alone. Talk with us today 
about your options.

For a commercial system this would start around 10kw and upwards of 100kw. We can fully 
design and install a system that suits your needs and one that lasts the test of time. 

Because we have been in the industry for such a long time we can provide you with tailored 
advice and solutions that suit your budget and requirements. Contact Solarwise today.

At Solarwise we offer proper detailed sizing 
based on all aspects rather than just taking an 
educated guess. Often this can save you money. 
Other times it can assure you have the right size system for what you want.  
We offer all major brands including Daikin, Fujitsu, Toshiba, Mitsubishi, Samsung  
and Carrier. Whether for your home, office or factory, we have a split or ducted system 
that will suit you. 

We have been experts in insulation since 1979. 

Solarwise offers all types of insulation both supplied and 
installed including thermal and acoustic, earthwool, glasswool and polyester. 

Our prices and advice on insulation are second to none so you know that your home 
is in good hands with Solarwise.

Solarwise offers a broad range of different skylight 
options. Skylights are wonderful for the natural light 
they bring in can really change the whole dynamic 
of your house and how you live. Contact us today 
to learn more.

SOLAR POOL HEATING
Solarwise Solar Pool Heating is a popular choice for many pools in our sunny climate and 
we have completed tens of thousands of installations both domestically and commercially, 
locally and nationwide. Solar can extend your swimming season to up to 10 months a year 
without the larger running costs of a heat pump. Solar is very cost effective and a smaller 
capital cost. Our solar is manufactured in Australia. 

POOL BLANKETS & ROLLERS
We make Blankets & Rollers ourselves from the very small to the very large. We offer 
bubble and thermal styles of blankets depending on the pool and application. All of our 
blankets & rollers are specially custom designed to be the absolute best for your pool and 
be simple for using every day. Additionally we offer a variety of extended options such as 
motorised rollers, in-ground rollers or a roller attached to your fence. 


